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ABSTRACl'
The Revision Control System (ReS) is a software tool that
helps in managing multiple versions of text: Res automates the
saving. restoring. logging, identification, and merging of revisions,
and provides access control as well as access synchronization. It is
useful for text that is revised frequently, for example programs,
documentation, and papers.
This paper presents the design and implementation of Res.
Both design and implementation are evaluated by contrasting ReS
with sees, a similar system. sees is implemented with forward,
merged deltas, while ReS uses reverse. separate deltas. (Deltas
are the differences between successive revisions.) It is sho'Wn. that
the latter technique improves runtime efficiency. while requiring
no extra space.
Keywords: Experimental computer science, programming environ-
ments, software maintenance, software tools. version control.
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1. lntrodnctioD.
An important characteristic of software is that it changes constantly. The
plasttcily of software foslers a mode of development in which modl1lcalJon of a
released software product is the norm rather than the exception. Some of the
changes are necessary to correct errors, Le .. to make the program consistent
with its specifications. Other changes move a software system away from its ori-
ginal specifications. "Improved" versions of heavily used software products
seem to arise almost spontaneously. This latter phenomenon, dreaded by every
system builder, arises because a successful product, depended upon by a large
user community, will always be applied in unexpected ways or unforeseen situa-
tions, generating the desire and even necessity to add all kinds of extensions,
bells, and whistles.
-The constant modifications producE' a family of related software systems. As
the size of the family grows, the management of the family becomes more and
more difficult. Management is necessary for keeping the cost of the evolVing
family down and for averting chaos. The cost can be limited by avoiding duplica-
tion of effort and by configuring every family member from as many standard
parts as poss'lble. Skillful management, design, and implementation must be
combined to prevent chaos and to keep the family together.
This paper presents the Revision Control System (RCS), a software tool that
helps in controlling the evolution of soltware system familtes. ReS stores and
retrieves multiple revisions of program and other text. It logs changes, identifies




storing multiple versions is minimized by saving only the dlfl'erences between
successive revisions.
The basic idea of ReS is not new. There arc several other systems that have
a similar purpose, for example SCCS[Roc75a], and SDC[Hab79a]. Most of the
early revision control systems are limited in that they treat each system part in
isolation and do not consider configurations of parts. ReS avoids this limitation,
and corrects some other design flaws. Res is also implemented in a novel way.
namely with reverse, separate deltas, which improve its performance consider-
ably.
]0 Sections 2 and 3 we present design and implementation of ReS. Section
4 contains the evaluation. We compare ReS with sees. and perform an experiw
ment to demonstrate that reverse, separate deltas (as used in RCS) can lead to
better performance than forward, merged deltas (as used in SCeS), while cost-
ing almost no extra space. The evaluation should be of value to designers of
similar systems.
2. Design of ReS
The user interface of RCS has been tuned for the UNIX programming
environrnent[Ker79a). However. readers not familiar with UNIX should be able to
follow the description without problems. since the basic ideas are independent
of a particular operating system.
Suppose a programmer wishes to put a file mod containing program text
under control of RCS. He may plan a series of modifications, from which it would
be difficult to recover without a back-up copy in case the modifications go
wrong. It could also be that the programmer anticipates numerous revisions of
the program, and that he wants to save them in a space efficient way. Whatever
his motivation. he issues the following command:
ci -i mod
(]i.. short for checkin, deposits revisions into RCS files. RCS tlles contain multiple
revisions of text that are managed by ReS. In this example. the option -i indi-
cates that an RCS tile for mod must be initialized. (]i. therefore creates a file
mod.v and deposits into it the contents of mod as revision 1.1. By convention, all
RCS mes end in .v. (]i. records the date and time of the deposit as well as the
programmer's identification. If the -i option is present, it also prompts for a
short description of the program. The description can be used as part of the
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program documentation.
When it becomes necessary to change mad, the programmer executes the
checkout command
co mod
This command retrieves a copy of the latest revision stored in mod.v and places
it into the tile mod. The programmer can now edlt, compile. test, and- debug
mod. At aU times, he is assured'that. the old version of his program is still avail-
able~ When he thinks that his· modifications have led to a new version that is
worth saving, he can check it in by executing ci again. The command
ci mod
deposits the contents of mod as a new revision into mod.v, increments the revi-
sion number by one, and records date, time, and programmer id. Oi also
prompts for a log message summarizing the change. At the time of deposit, the
information about. the change is still fresh in the programmer's mind, and the
prompting is a gentle reminder to supply it. One can later read the complete
log of all revisions and figure out what happened to a program without having to
compare source code listings.
It is also possible to assign a revision number explicitly, provided' it is
higher than the prev'ious ones. For example, if all existing revisions are num-
bered at level 1 (i.e., if they have numbers of the form 1.1, 1.2, etc.), then the
command
ci -r2 mod
starts numbering at level-2 and assign 2.1 to the new revision. Correspondingly,
co can be instructed to retrieve revisions by number. The command
co -r2.4 mod
retrieves the latest revision with e. number between 2.1 and 2.4. Thus, revision
numbers in the co command are actually cutotr numbers. Similarly, revisions
can be retrieved by cutoff date. The command
co -dlD/2 mod
retrieves the latest revIsion that was checked in- on or before Feb. 19, 23:59:59
o'clock of the current year.
\ '
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It Is also possible to retrieve revisions by author and state. The state indl-
cates the status of a revision. By default, the state is set to e:cperimental at
checkin time. A revision may be promoted to the status stable or released by
changing its state attribute. Co retrieves revisions according to any combina-
tion of revision number, date, author, and state.
So far. we have been inaccurate about one detail. namely about the locking
of revisions. ReS must prevent two or more persons from depositing competing
changes to the same revision. Suppose two programmers check out revision 2.4
and modify it. Programmer A deposits his revision first, and programmer B
somewhat later. Unfortunately. programmer B knows nothing about A's changes.
so the effect La that A's changes are "undone" by E's deposit. A's changes are
not lost since all revisions are saved, but they are confined to a single revision.
This conflict is prevented in RCS by locking. In order to check in a new revi-
sion, a programmer must lock the previous one. At most one programmer at a
time may lock a particular revision, and only this programmer may append the
next revision to it. Locking can be done with both l::O and d. Whenever someone
intends to edit a revision (as opposed to reading or compiling it), he should
check it out and lock it by using the ·l option on l::O. On sUbsequent checkin. c:i
checks for the existence of the lock and then removes it. If the programmer
wants to check in a revision but wishes to continue modifying it. he can use the
-l option on d, which moves the existing lock to the newly checked-in reVision,
and suppresses the deletion of his working file. This shortcut saves an extra co
operation.
There is one exception to this rule: The owner of an RCS file does not need
to lock. This exception simplitles the commands for RCS files if they are the
responsibility of a single programmer. In case an RCS file is updated by several
people, the owner of the file should always lock although locking is not enforced,
or he should be someone who is not permitted to deposit new revisions. Other-
wise, a conflict situation as oulUned above could arise.
2.1. The Revision Tree
The above situation of two programmers modifying the same revision should
actually be handled with a branch in the development. If both programmers
want their modifications to remain separate, then RCS can be instructed to
maintain two revisions with a common ancestor. These two revisions may again
be modified several times. giving rise to a tree with two branches. RCS allows
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the construction of a tree of revisions and provides facilities lor joining
branches.
An ReS revision tree has a main branch, called the trunk, along which the
revisions are numbered 1.1, 1.2, ... , 2.1, 2.2, etc. A revision may sprout one or
more side branches. Branches are numbered fork.!, fork.2, ...• etc, where !ork
is the number of the fork revision. Revisions on a branch are again numbered
sequentially, using the branch number as a prefix. Branch revisions may sprout
additional branches. Figure 1 illustrates an example tree with 4 branches (noL
counting the trunk). Revisions and branches may actuatly be numbered in arbi-
trary increments. For instance, revision 3.2 may directly precede revision 3.B.
















Fig. 1: A revision tree wIth 4 side branches.
Revisions and branches may be labelled symbolically. For instance, branch
1.3.1 could be labelled temp. Revisions on a labelled branch can then be
identified using the branch label as a prefix. In our example. revision 1.3.1.1 i~
the same as temp. 1. It is also possible to give a symbollc name to an individual
revision. This label can then serve as a prefix for branches starting with thal
revision.
Symbolic labels are mapped to revision numbers and have a variety of uses.
For instance, branches can be labelled with the identification of the programmer
working on them such that a programmer need not remember "his" branch
numbers in several RCS files. Special configuration labels can be assigned to
branches or revisions in several RCS files in such a way that a single checkout
command can collect the proper revisions for a whole configuration. For exam-
ple. assume that a system family consists of RCS files 11.v, ... , In.v. Assume
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furthermore that we labelled a specific branch in every file with conflgx if the
revisions on this branch belong to configuration conflgx. Then the command
co -rconfigx ·.V
retrieves the latest revisions of all parts that make up conflgx, although the
actual revision numbers may be non~uniform. Since several labels may map to
the same revision number. sharing of parts among several configurations is pos-
sible.
Every revision in the tree consists of the follOWing attributes: a revision
number. a checkin date and time, the author's identification. a state, a log mes-
sage, and the actual text. All these items are determined at the time the revi-
sion is checked in. The revision number is either given explicitly in the ci com-
mand. or it is determined by incrementing the number of the revision that the
programmer locked previously. The programmer must hold a lock for the latest
revision on a branch if he wants to append to that branch, or he'must be the
owner of the RCS file and the latest revision on that branch must be unlocked. A
new revision must be appended to an existing branch or start a new branch.
Insertion in the middle of branches is not allowed. Starting a new branch does
not require a lock.
We discussed the state attribute and the log message already. There is no
fixed set of states, but co has an option to check out revisions according to their
state attributes. The important aspect of the log message is that ReS reminds
the programmer to supply the information. Of course, an uncooperative person
may answer with an empty message, but his name is recorded anyway.
The bulk of a revision is contained in the text attribute. ReS stores only
deltas, i.e .. differences between revisions. From the user's point of view, the
difierences are completely transparent; RCS encourages him to think in terms
of complete revisions.
There is also some administrative data stored in an RCS tile. This data con~
sists of a table mapping symbolic labels to revision numbers, a list of locks,
which are pairs of programmer identificatlons and revision numbers. and an
access list. The access list specifies who may alter the RCS file. If the access list
, .I"
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is empty, everybody with normal write permission for the tlle may change it.
2.2. A.uxiliary RCS Commands
There are two aUxiliary ReS commands, Rlog displays the log entries and
other information about revisions in a variety of formats. Res changes ReS file
attributes. ReS can be used to shrink and expand the access list, to change the
symbolic labels. to reset the state attribute of revisions. and to delete revisions.
It also has a facility to lock and unlock revisions. as well as to "force" locks. A
programmer forces a lock if he removes a lock held by somebody else. Forcing
of locks is sometimes necessary if a programmer forgets to release his locks.
Res allows the forcing, but also sends a mail message to the programmer whose
lock was broken.
A special option on the co command permits the joining of revisions. Revi-
sions r 1 and r3 are joined with respect to revision r2 by applying to a copy of r3
all changes that transform r2into ri. If rl and r3 are on two separate branches
that have r2 as a common ancestor, Joining has the effect of incorporating into a
copy of r3 all changes that lead from r2 to r 1. The resulting revision can be
edited or checked back in as a new revision. Co will inform the user if there is
an overlap between the changes from r2 to r 1 and from r2 to r3. In that case,
the user has to examine and edit the resulting revision. (Revision r2 may actu~
ally be omitted; co finds the youngest common ancestor automatically.)
The join operation is completely general in that it may be applied to any tri-
ple of revisions. A less obvious application is if r 1 < r2 < r3 on the same branch.
In this case, joining r 1 and r3 with respect to r2 has the effect of undoing in a
copy of r3 all changes that led from rIta r2. There are also multiple joins, in






In a system family of moderate size, it is desirable to "stamp" every revi-
sion with its number. creation date. author. etc. The stamping provides a means
of identitlcation and is done rully automatically by ReS. To obtain a standard
identification. the source text should contain the marker SHeader$ in a con-
venient place. lor example in a comment at the beginning of the program. If
this revision is later checked out, the marker will be replaced with a character
string of the format
SHeader: RCSflle revisionnumber date time author stateS
where the six fields contain the actual values. Assume a revision checked out
with such a header has number 1.2. The programmer may edit this revision and
check it back in with number 1.3. He need not update the above stamp, because
ReS does this automatically. Whenever revision 1.3 is checked out, co searches
for markers of the form $Header: ... $ as well as $fJea.d.erS and replaces them
with the proper stamp. Note that the update of the stamp must be done at
checkout and not checkin time, because the state of a revision may change over
time.
Additional markers like SAuthorS, SDateS, SRCSjile$, etc., generate por-
tions of the SBeaderS stamp. The marker SLogS has a special function. It accu·
mulates the complete log of a given branch in the revision itself. Whenever co
finds the markers SLogS or SLog: ... $, it inserts the current log message right
after it, preceded by the header discussed above. Thus, when a programmer
checks out a revision for modification, the whole history is readily aVailable in



















check for multiply defined symbolic names
1.1 81/12/01 03:20:12 wft
initial revision
Note that if a revision is checked out. the log contains all entries up to (anf.
includlng) that revision. Since the revisions are actually stored as deltas. eacL
log entry occurs in only one delta. Thus, the space required for accumulatinr,:
the log is negligible.
The identification technique can also be used to stamp object files. This Is
done by placing some of the markers discussed above into character strings
that are compiled into the object modules. For example in the language C, the
declaration
char RCSid[] ="SHeaderS";
initializes the array RCSid with the standard identification string. This strmg
will appear in the object module after compilation. A third aUXiliary ReS com-
mand. ident. extracts all such strings from a compiled and linked program.
Thus. It is extremely simple to determine which revisions and which module~
went into a certain software system. Such a facility is invaluable for program
maintenance.
3. Implementation or ReS
Res stores deltas for conserving space. The grain of change [8 the line, i.e.,
if any single character is changed on a Hne, ReS ccnsiders the whole Hne
changed. We chose this approach because UNIX provides the program di/f, whIch
computes deltas on a line-by-line basis. fAff uses hashing and is quite fast. but
may occasionally fail to find the minimum difference. In practice, tills
deficiency causes no problem, since the changes from one revision to the next
normally atrecL only a small traction of the lines.
,.,
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Another implementation decision concerns how to store the deltas. One can
eIther merge the deltas or keep Lh.em separate. sees uses merged deltas. ReS
separate deltas. Merged deltas work as follows. Suppose we store the initial revi-
sion unchanged and compute the della for the second revision with diff. Assume
the della indlcates that a single block of lines was changed. Merging the della
into the initial revision involves marking the original block of lines as excluded
from revision 2 and higher, inserting the block of replacement lines (which may
be longer, shorter, or empty) right after the first block. and marking the second
block as included in revision 2 and higher. Merging additional deltas works
analogously, except that excluded and included blocks may overlap. To regen-
erate a revision, a special program scans through the revision file and extracts
all those lines that are marked for inclusion in the desired revision. For tl
detailed discussion of this technique see [Roc75a].
Merged deltas have the property that the time for regeneration is the same
for all revisions. The whole revision file must be scanned for collecting the
desired lines. If all revisions are of approximately the same length. the time for
copying the desired lines into the output file is also the same for all revisions.
Thus. regeneration time is a function of the number of revisions stored and the
average length of each revision. However, there is a high cost involved in merg-
ing a new delta. First. the old revision must be regenerated to let diff compute
the delta. Next, the delta is edited into the revision file. This operation is comw
plicated, because it must consider overlapping changes and branches.
Separate deltas are conceptually simpler and have some performance
advantages if arranged properly. They work as follows. Suppose we store the ini-
tial revision unchanged. For the second revision, diff produces an edit-script
that will generate the second revision from the first. This script is simply
appended to the revision tile. On regeneration. the initial revision is extracted
into a temporary file. a simple stream editor is invoked, and the edit-script is
piped into the editor. This operation regenerates the second revision. Later
revisions are stored and regenerated analogously.
The above method applies deltas in a forward direction. The initial revision
is stored intact and can be extracted quickly, but all other revisions require the
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editing overhead. Since the initial revision is accF!ssed much less frequently than
the neWf!st one, the deltas should actually be applied in the reverse direction. In
such an arrangement, the newest revision is stored intact, and deltas are used
to regenerate the older revisions. ReS uses this idea. Reverse deltas are not
harder to implement than forward deltas, since diJf generates a reverse delta if
the order of its arguments is reversed.
The advantage of separate. reverse deltas is that the revision accessed
most often can be extracted quickly -- all that is needed is a copy of a portion of
the revision file. Regeneration time for the newest revision is merely a function
of its length and not of the number of revisions present. Adding a new revision is
also faster than with merged deltas. First. generate the latest revision (which is
fast) and execute diJJ to produce the reverse delta. Next, concatenate the new
revision, the reverse delta for the preVious revision, and the remaining deltas.
The concatenation is much qUicker than the merging.
The disadvantage of reverse, separate deltas is that the regeneration of old
revisions takes longer than with merged deltas. The problem is that the applica-
tion of n deltas reqUires n passes over the latest revision. Also, the editing cost
is incurred every time an old revision is regenerated, whereas merged deltas
require editing only once per delta during the merge. Section 4 presents data
to determine how much more often the latest revision should be accessed to
obtain a net saVing in processing time.
Branches need speCial treatment if we use reverse deltas, The naive solu-
tion would be to keep complete copies for the ends of all branches, including the
trunk. Clearly, this Is unacceptable because it requires too much space. The
following arrangement solves the problem. The latest revision on the trunk is a
complete copy, the deltas on the trunk are reverse deltas, but deltas on side
branches are forward deltas. Regenerating a revision on a side branch proceeds
as follows. First. copy the latest revision on the trunk; second, apply reverse del-
tas until the fork revision for the branch is obtained; third, apply forward deltas
until the desired revision is reached.
RCS uses this scheme. Figure 2 shows the tree of Figure 1, with each node
represented as a triangle whose tip points in the direction of the delta. Note
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that regenerating a branch revision always incurs the editing overhead. How-
ever, if active branches appear towards the end of the trunk, only a few deltas














































Fig. 2: A revision tree with forward and reverse deltas.
4. Evaluation
]n this section, we compare design and performance of ReS and sees. Our
purpose is not to criticize the developers of sees. sees has proven to be an
enormously useful tool. and the basic idea of keeping a set of difl'erences has
withstood the test of lime. We merely wish to discuss some annoying shortcom-
ings of sees and how future revision conLrol systems should be impt'oved to
become even more useful. We also present performance measurements that
· ", ":',' ',' ,~
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make the implementation tradeoffs clear.
4-.1. Design
A frequent source of errors in sces is that all commands require the revi-
sion file as a parameter, although the user would rather specify the working file.
The revision file contains the revisions and is managed by SCCS; the working file
contains a single checked-out revision and is edited by the user. Since the user
is focusing his attention on the working file, sees should permit him to supply
the working file name.
To avoid this problem, the user of RCS can actually specify the working file,
or the revision file. or both. The last form is useful if neither the revision file nor
the working file are in the current directory. For example, the RCS command
co pathllmod.v path2/mod
extracts a revision from mod.v in directory pathl and places it into file mod in
dil'ectory pa-th2. H the revision file is omitted, the RCS commands first look for
the revision file in, the subdirectory ReS and then in the current directory.
Thus. the user need not clutter his working directories with revision files. The
file naming conventions of RCS have been designed such that it can be combined
'with the tool MAKE(FeI79a]. MAKE performs automatic system regeneration
after changes and depends on tHe name suffixes. SCCS was built before MAh""E
and the two were never integrated properly.
The access control in secs is sometimes too strict. If a revision is locked, it
is impossible to force the lock unless one has extra privileges. Since the forcing
of locks is occasionally necessary. all users normally acquire that privilege.
However, forcing a lock by privileged users leaves no trace. We chose a more
flexible approach for ReS, Forcing a lock is possible with a special command, but
it always leaves a highly visible trace, namely a message in the mailbox of the
user whose lock was broken. Thus. RCS allows work to proceed while delaying
the resolution of the update conflict, instead of vice versa.
Automatic identification of revisions based on speCial markers in the source
file is another idea that originated with secs. However, the identification
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mechanism in sees is awkward to use. First. the markers are not mnemonic and
therefore ditlicult to remember, Second, the sees checkout command
overwrites the marker with the actual value. Thus, the location of the original
marker is lost, and the Value cannot be updated automatically on later
checkouts, sees therefore offers a special case: If the checked-out revision is
locked for editing. the expansion of the markers is suppressed. This option
keeps the markers in place, but has two other disadvantages. First, revisions
that are checked out for editing are not stamped. Thus, the revision being
modified contains no identification at all. Second, sometimes one checks out a
revLsion unlocked. but edits it anyway. This happens in a number of cir-
cumstances. In some cases. one intends to make only small a modification,
expecting to throw it away when done. Unfortunately. these little projects tend
to grow such that it becomes worthwhile to save the modifications. In other case,
one checks out a revision unlocked because one lacks the locking privilege, or
because the revision has been locked for too long without progress. Rather than
wait until the responsible person returns and resolves the contHcls, one checks
out a revision unlocked and proceeds with modlfications to meet one's schedule.
Now one is forced to remove the old stamps and reinsert the markers by hand.
Often. these annoying corrections are simply not done. leaving outdated stamps
around. Because of these problems and complications, the identification
mechanism in sees is often not used in practice.
ReS avoids all these problems. The markers are always expanded correctly,
and they are easy to remember. ReS also provides a facility for accumulating
the log in the source file.
sees provides no symbolic revision names, making it awkward to specify
which revisions constitute a specific configuration if the revisions do not share
the same numbers. One can usually manage to keep revision numbers and dates
in synchrony for the initial release. However, as soon as maintenance becomes
necessary while the next release is already in development, branches are intro-
duced and the numbering becomes non-homogeneous. Symbolic names are a
clean way of restoring order in such situations.
" ~~' .,:, '! .,-:
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sees requires the user to know that revisions are stored as deltas. The
user can specify explicitly which deltas to exclude or include during a sees
checkout operation. This low-level facility is needed because sees provides no
commands for merging revisions. In RCS one need not consider such implemen-
tation details. One can specify the merging of two branches directly, without
having to figure out which deltas to exclude or include.
In all fairness, we need to point out that sees offers many features that are
missing from ReS. For example, secs performs complete checksumming, and
provides flags that control the creation of branches and the range of revision
numbers. We feel that many of these features are unnecessary and contribute to
the bulkiness of SCCS. We realize, however, that some of these features may
creep into RCS eventually. In any case, the relative performance of RCS and
sees, to be discussed in the next section, should not be affected by the pres-
ence or absence of these features, since they require negligible time and space
for processing. 1
4.2. Performance
In this section, we analyze the relative performance of reverse, separate
deltas (as used in RCS) and forward, merged deltas (as used in SCCS). The meas-
urements were collected on a VAX./11-7BO with 4 Mbytes of main memory, run-
ning version 4.1 of the Berkeley Unix. The measurements are load, machine, and
operating system dependent. One should therefore consider performance ratios
between RCS and secs rather than the absolute numbers.
J An exception is perhaps checksumming. Res co derives its speed advantage from process-
ing only part of the RCS IDe. However, n full checksum would require processing the com-
plete me. An incremenlal checksum, one for each della, is probably more appropriate for
sepn::'ate dellas, 6lld would preserve the speed adv6lltnge 01 RCS co,
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4.2.1. DeBtgn of the Experiment
To obtain useful data. we had to construct a benchmark file with the aver-
age number of revisions, the average number of changes per revision, and the
average number of lines per revision. Since there is only little data available on
the use of ReS at this time, we based our measurements on statistics reported
for SCCS[Roc75a]. Rochkind observed that the average length of a single revi~
sian is about 250 lines. This was confirmed independently in[Ker79a]. where the
average UNIX file length was found to be slightly over 240 lines. Rochkind furth R
ermore reports that the average number of revisions is 5, with a space overhead
of 35 percent. Assuming that all revisions are of the same length (this assump~
tion will be justified below), then each of the 4 changes (excluding the initial
one) accounts for 35/4 percent of the initial revision, or 22 changed lines.
The IDissing statistics are the average line length and the average length of
a block of changed lines. This data was derived from our environment. One of
the most popular editors on our VAXes is one that keeps a backup copy for every
tile touched. We wrote a program that finds pairs of backup copies and edited
versions and compares them. A sample of about 900 files revealed the folloWing.
The average length of a changed block of lines was approximately 6 lines. and
the average line length was 33 characters. To our surprise, we also fOlUld that
the average file length was 243 lines and the average number of tines changed
was 19. Such a close match justifies that we "mix" observations from two
different environments to synthesize the test data.
Our data also showed that backup copy and edited version were of almost
the same length. This means that modifications do not change the file size
significantly, and our assumption of equal length of all revisIons is justified.
Based on this data, we created 2 sets of 10 benchmark files containing 1 to
10 revisions each. One set was for RCS, the other for sces. The initial revision
consisted of 250 lines of 33 characters. In all other revisions, we changed a total
of 22 lines in 2 blocks of 5 lines and 2 blocks of 6 lines. These blocks were equally
spread through the tile, and did not overlap until the 7th revision. The eaect of
overlapping changes is probably insignificant, because no serious degradaLion in
performance was observed for the 7th and higher revisions. An exception is
";." -.
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sees ci, Which seems to be sensitive to overlaps (see below).
We performed initial timingS of SCCS and RCS operations. These showed
that the sces checkout operation was on the average 5070 slower than the
equivalent RCS operation for the latest revision. Due to the inaccuracy of the
UNIX clock. these measurements were consistent only for a lightly loaded sys-
tem. If the system was heavily loaded. the timings varied widely. To obtain more
accurate measurements, we increased the size of the revisions 20 times. Thus,
the initial revision was 5000 lines, and a single change involved 440 lines in 4
blocks. All timings given below were measured with those enormous files. Con-
sequently, the measurements are greatly exaggerated, and one should only con-
sider performance ratios rather than the absolute numbers.
In all comparisons, every pair of points was obtained by executing the
corresponding RCS and sees operations alternately 10 times and taking the
average. Thus, changes of the system load affected both SCCS and RCS com-
mands equally. The curves shown were measured with a single user logged on.
The maximum variation in the measurements was less than 5% of the average
and considered insignificant. We took similar sets of measurements on a lightly
loaded (about 10 users) and on a heavily loaded system (over 30 users). On the
lightly loaded. system. the times required were slightly higher. and the curves
were no longer smooth. However, because of the alternate execution of RCS and
SCCS operations, the ratios between corresponding operations were the same as
in the single user case. On the heavily loaded system, the measurements varied
considerably with changing load conditions, and were up to 30';; higher than on
the single user system. Still, the ratios stayed about the same.
-t..2.2. Results
Figure 3 shows the time required to check out the latest revision as a func-
Uon of the number of revisions present. Recall that the latest revision is stored
unchanged by RCS. Consequently. the time reqUired by the RCS co operation
stays approximately constant, no matter how many revisions are stored. SCCS,
on the other hand, has to scan all revisions. The graph shows that the ratio
between sees co and ReS co increases steadily, until SCCS co takes about twice
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as long as RCS co. For the average case with 5 revisions, SCCS co is about 60%
slower than RCS co.
Figure 4 shows the time required to check out a revision as a function of the
number of deltas applled. This was done on the benchmark file with 5 revisions.
The time required for sces co remains constant, because sces reads the com-
plete file, independent of the revision retrieved. RCS co exhibits quite a
different behavior. RCS co is faster for the latest revision, but slower for all oth-
ers. The two curves cross over for the predecessor of the latest revision. The
slope of the curve for RCS co reflects the time for the editing passes over the
file. 2
Figure 5 shows the time reqUired to add a new revision to the trunk. as a
function of the number of revisions present. (Because of the long executions
times. 5 rather than 10 runs per data point provide enough accuracy. The max-
imum variation is within 1% of the average for all but the fust pair of poinLs.)
secs ci reqUires 20% to 30% more time than RCS ci. Computing the delta
accounts for about 60% of RCS c1. Appending to side branches should be more
expensive for RCS ci, because of the editing required to generate the branch tip.
The deterioration in performance of secs ci between revision 6 and 7 could be
due to the overlapping changes in revisions 7 and higher.
Our data demonstrates that reverse, separate deltas outperform merged,
forward deltas if the latest revision is accessed more often than all others. Con-
sidering only the checkout operation, RCS and sces require about the same
total time if the latest revision is checked ouL sltghtly over twice as often as the
others (assuming equal frequency tor all others). If this ratio is lower. sees-
style deltas are preferable. otherwise RCS-style deltas. We believe that the ratio
or 2/1 is easily exceeded in practice, because one needs to recover old revisions
only rarely.
2 An earlier implementation invoked a general purpose text editor. Ill!, QS a separate proce~s
to perform the regeneration 01 old revi::lion::l, Thi::l re~ulted in an enormous perlormall~c
penalty: 3 to:) times Lhe cost of sees col
.., .
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4.3. Future Work
RCS has been instrumented to collect statistics about its use. In particular,
it records the number of deltas that need to be applied to generate a desired
revision. This data will show whether the initial revision is accessed frequently
enough to warrant the use of reverse deltas. We are also collecting data on the
average number of revisions per revision file. We believe that an average of 5 is
too low. For example, Glasser[Gla7Ba] reports an average of 6.6 revisions per
sces file. We hypothesize that the number of revisions present is actually a
function of the age of the file.
The ideal behavior of ReS would be if the checkout time for older revisions
remained constant, just as in sees. One way La achieve this would be to keep the
latest revision intact, but to merge the edit scripts. This technique would give
fast performance for the latest revision, and require a single editing pass for all
others.
5. Conclusions
We presented deSign and implementation of a revision control system, and
evaluated it against a similar system. We showed experimentally that an imple-
mentation with reverse, separate deltas may outperform one with forward,
merged deltas. The experiment consisLed of timing various opernLions on a set
of benchmark fUes.
Because or the lack of adequate metrics, the user interfae!:! design could
only be evaluated subjectively, although the design improvements may turn out
to be more valuable than the performance improvements.
Acknowledgments: Many people contributed to this project, and J am grate-
(ul to aU of them. Special thanks go to Bill Joy and Eric Allman from Berkeley,
who thoroughly criticized my design and made sure 1 did not mElke an undesir H
able system. David Arnovitz implemented 2 (0 prototypes, and Tim Korb and
Stephan Bechtolshetm patiently used ReS despite some problems at first.
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Appendix A: H.... to get started with RCS
Suppose you have a file r.c that you wish to put under control of RCS. Invoke
cl -i r.C
This command creates t.v and stores r.e into it as revision 1.1. It wUl also delete
f.e. To get f.e back, type
co f.e
You can now edit f.c and check it in as revision 1.2 by Invoking
ci f.c
To avoid the deletion during ci (in case you want to continue editing), invoke
cl -1 f.e
The -1 option on ci leaves f.c alone and saves you one co operation. This optton
can also be used during initialization.
Suppose you have files with names f.e and foh which would result in two ReS
files Lv. There are two ways to to get around thi~ problem. One solution is to
change f,h to Lb, fh,c, or fheader.c. The other solution is to tell Res not to strip
off the suffix. This can be done by specifying the ReS filenames explicitly during
initialization, like in
cl -i f.c.v f.h.v
In this case, ci creates f.c.v and Lh.v and looks for r.c and f.h in your current
directory. Once f.c.v and f.h.v have been created. YOll can use
ci f.c f.h
co f.c f.h
and ci will figure out what RCS tiles to take. You can also use a mixture. like
ci -i Lc f.h.v
This command puts f.c into f.v and f.h into f.h.v. This alternative is convenient
for default rules in MAKE.
It is a good idea to make an extra directory called RCS in your working
directory. Co and ci will first look there to find RCS files (ending in .v). Of
course, if you speclfy RCS files ex.plicitly, you must precede them with RCS/. The
above command becomes
ci -i f.c RCS/f.h.v
Ci creates RCS/f.v for Lc, if RCS exists, otherwise it creates r,v in your working
director}'. RCS/Lh.v is given explicitly, and ci looks for a file f.h in your working
directory. After initialization, everything goes back to normal and
co f.c f.h
ci f.c t.h
will work as expected.
Combining :MAKE and ReS
If your RCS tiles are in the same directory as your working files. you can put
a default rule into your makefile. Do not use a rule of the form .V.c, because this
will always keep a copy of your working files around, even those you are not






cc S(CFLAGS) -c S·.c
rm -f S·.c
prag: f1.o fZ.o .
cc f1.o fZ.o -0 prog
This rule has the following effect. If a tile f.c does not exist. and f.o is older than
Lv, MAKE checks out f.c. compiles I.c into f.o. and then deletes f.c From then on,
MAKE will use i.o until you change i.v again.
If f.c exists (presumably because you are working on it), the default rule
.c.o lakes precedence. and i.c is compiled into f.o, but not deleted.
To avoid confusion of i.e and f.h, store Lc in f.v and f.h in f.h.v. The default
rule will apply only for f.c; you need to write an explicit checkout rule for f.h.
If you keep your RCS file in the directory .lRCS. all this won't work and you
have to write explicit checkout rules for every file, like
fi.c: ReS/f1.v
co -q floc
Unfortunately, these rules do not haVE! Lhe property of removing unneeded ,c-
files.
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ci - check in ReS revisions
SYNOPSIS
ci [ options] file ".
DESCRIPI'ION
Ci slores new revisions into ReS files. Each filename ending in ',v' Is taken to be
an Res tile, all others are assumed to be working flIes contaIning new revisions.
Oi deposits the contents of each working file into the corresponding ReS tHe.
Pairs of Res files and working files may be specified in 3 ways (see also the
example section of co (1».
1) Both the Res file and the working file are given. The ReS file is of the form
pathl/jile.v or pathl /jile.sjz,v and the working file is of the form pathE/file.sfx,
where pathl/ and palh2/ are (possibly different or empty) paths, file is the the
filename stem common to both files, and .sfx is a (possibly empty) suffix.
2) Only the ReS file is given. Then the corresponding working file is file.sfx in the
current directory.
3) Only the working file is given. Then the corresponding RCS tile is of the form
file.sfx.v or file.v, and co tries to find it first in the directory. /RCS, and then in
the current directory.
1f file.slx is stored in file. v, then .sfx of the working tlle may be omitted; ci will
add it if nonempty.
For ci to work, the caller's login must be on the access list, except if the access
list is empty or the caller is the superuser or the owner of the ffie. To append a
a new revision to an existing branch, the tip revision on that branch must be
locked by the caUer. Otherwise, only a new branch can be created. This reqUire-
ment is not enforced for the owner of the file. (An existing lock by somebody
else may be broken with the rcs command.)
For each revision checked in, ci prompts for a log message. The log message
should summarize the change and is terminated with a Hne containing a single
'.' or a control-D. If several tiles are checked in, ci asks whether La reuse the
previous log message.
--i.[revJ creates a new RCS file. deposits the contents of the working tile as the
initial revision, and assigns revision number rev to it (default: 1.1). The
suffix attribute is derived from the name of the working file and the
access list is initialized to empty. Instead of the log message, descrip-
tive text is requested (see -t below). If the ReS file already eXists, an
error message is printed.
-[,[revJ assigns the revision number rev to the checked-in revision, releases
the corresponding lock, and deletes the working file. This is also the
default.
If rev is omitted. ci derives the new revision number from the caUer's
last lock. 1f the caller has locked the tip revision of a branch, the new
revision is appended to that branch. The new revision number is
obtained by incrementing the tip revision number. If the caller locked
a non-tip revision. a new branch is started at that revision by incre-
menting the highest branch number at that revision. The default ini-
tial branch and level numbers are 1. If the caller has no lock and is the
owner of the file. the new revision is appended to the trunk.
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]f rev indicates a revision number. it must be higher than the latest
one on the branch to which Tev belongs. or must slart a new branch.
If rev indicates a branch inste'ld ::>! a revision. the new revision is
appended to that branch. The level number is obtained by increment-
ing the tip revision number of that branch. ]f rev indicates a non-
existing branch, that branch is created with the initial revision num-
bered rev.I.
Exception: On the trunk, revisions can only be appended to the end.
but not inserted inside the trunk.
-l[rev] works like -r, except it locks the new revision after checkin and does
not delete the working file. This is useful for saving a revision wit.hout
having to do another checkout.
--q[r8v] quite mode; no diagnostic output is printed. Rev is assigned to the
checked-in revision. The log message must be provided with the -m
option.
-mmsg uses the string msg as the log message for aU revisions checked in.
-nname assIgns the symbolic name name to the nwnber of the checked-in revi-
sion. Oi prints an error message if name is already assigned to another
number.
-Nname same as -n, except that it overr[des a previous assignment of name.
-sstate sets the state of the checked-in revision to the string speclfied Dy
state. The default is Exp.
--t[ tztjile]
Txtfile is the name of a text file containing descriptive text. If the -i
option is present and the text me is not given, ci prompts the user for
text supplied from the std. input, terminated with a line containing a
single '.' or control-D. If the RCS file already exists and the text file is
supplied, ci replaces the existing text with the new one. If the ReS file
exists and the -t option is given without the text file, ci erases the
existing text and replaces it with text supplied from the std. input.
DIAGNOSTICS




The caller of the command must have read /write permission to the directorie~
containing the ReS file and the working ttlc, and to the RCS file itself. A numbeJ'
of temporary files are created. A semaphore file is created in the directory con-
taining the RCS file. Oi always creates a new RCS file and unlinks the old one
This makes links to RCS files useless.
SEE ALSO
co (1), ident(l), res (1), rlog (1)
BUGS
ci -l does not update the keywords in the working tile.
<.t...
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co - check out ReS revisions
SYNOPSIS
co [ options] file ...
DESCRIPTION
Co retrieves revisions from ReS tiles. Each filename ending in '.v' is taken to be
an ReS tlLe. All other files are assumed to be working files. Co retrieves a revi-
sion from each ReS file and stores it into the corresponding working file.
Pairs of ReS files and working files may be specified in 3 ways (see also the
example section).
1) Both the ReS file and the working file are given. The Res file is of the form
pathl/jile.v or pathl/jile.sjx.v and the working tile is of the formpath2/jile.sjx,
where pathl/ and path2/ are (possibly different or empty) paths, file is the the
filename stem common to both files. and .sfx is a (possibly empty) suffix.
2) Only the ReS file is given. Then the corresponding working file is file.slx in the
current directory.
3) Only the working tile is given. Then the corresponding Res file is of the form
file.sfx.v or file.v, and co tries to find it first in the directory. /RCS, and then in
the current directory.
If file,sfx is slored iofils.v, then .sfx of the working file may be omitted; co will
add it if nonempty.
Revisions of an RCS file may be checked out locked or unlocked. Locking a revi-
sion avoids overlapping updates. A revision checked out for reading or process-
ing (e.g. compiling) should not be locked. A revision checked out for editing and
later checkin must normally be locked. Locking a revision currently locked by
another user is illegal. (A lock may be broken with the ci or the rcs command.)
Co with locking requires the caller to be on the access list of the RCS file, unless
he is the owner of the file or the superuser, or the access list is empty. There
are no accesslist restrictions for co without locking.
A revision is selected by number, creation date. author, or state. If none of these
options is specified. the latest revision on the trunk is retrieved. When the
options are applied in comblnation, the latest revision that satisfies all of them
is retrieved. An error message results if the options cannot be satisfied. A revi-
sion number may be attached to either of the options -1. -U, -p, -q. or -'1". A co
command applied to an Res file with no revisions creates a zero·length file. Co
always performs keyword substitution (see below).
--l(rev] locks the checked out revision for the caller. See option -r for han-
dling of the revision number rev.
-u(rev] does not lock the checked out revision. This option is the default.
Besides for reading, it is needed if the caller intends to edit the revi-
sion and place it on a different branch. See option -r for revision
number rev.
prints the retrieved revision on the std. output rather than storing it
in a file. This option is useful when the co command is part of a pipe.
quiet mode; diagnostics are not printed.
retrieves the latest revision whose date is less than or equal to date.
The standard form of a date has six digit fields separated by periods
(July 12, 1982. 8:11:05 pm is written as 82.7.12.16.11.05). Trailing
fields and the year may be omitted. (Ex.: "co -d7.12" retrieves the
0J
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newest release created on or before 82.7.12.23.59.59, if the year is
1982.) Most popular forms of dates and times are recognized, but
must be quoted if they contain spaces. (Ex.: "6/12 00:01 am", "16
Aug.")
--rrev retrieves the latest revision whose number is less than or equal to rev.
Ji Tev indicates a branch rather than a revision, the latest revision on
that branch is retrieved. Rev is composed of one or more numeric or
symbolic fields separated by '.'. The numeric equivalent of a symbolic
field is specified with the -n option of the commands ci and TCS.
-sstate retrieves the latesL revision whose slale is set to state.
--'lr(login] retrieves the latest revision written by the user with login name login.
1f the argument login is omitted, the callers login is assumed.
-jjoinlisl generates a new revision which is the join of the revisions on jotnlist.
Joinlist is a comma-separaLed list of pairs of the form Tev2.Tev3,
where rev2 and revS are (symbolic or numeric) revision numbers. For
the initial such pair. rev 1 denotes the revision selecLed by the options
-I. .... 1". For all other pairs, rev] denotes the revision generated by
the previous pair. (Thus, the output of one join becomes the input to
the next.)
For each pair, co joins revisions rev] and revE with respect to revS.
This means that all changes that transform revS into revB are applied
to rev]. This is particularly useful if revl and rev2 are the ends of lwo
branches that have revS as a common ancestor. If rev2 > revS> rev]
on the same branch. joining has the effect of undoing the changes that
lead from revS to rev2 in revl.
If revS is omitted, the youngest common ancestor is assumed. If any
of the arguments indicate branches. the latest revisions on those
branches are assumed. It the option -1 is present, the initial rev] is
locked.
KEYWORD SUBSTITUTION
Strin.gs of the form $keywordS and SkeywoTd:... S embedded in the text are
replaced with strings of the form Skeyword: valueS. wher~ keyword and value
are pairs listed below. Keywords may be embedded in literal strings or com-
ments to identify a revision.
Initially, the user enters strings of the form SkeywordS and checks in the file.
After the first checkout, these strings are replaced with Skeyword: valueS. If
this revision is modified and checked back in, the value field is no longe:-
correct. However, on a subsequent checkout, co again replaces strings of the
form Skeyword:... Swith the correct Skeyword: valueS. Thus, the keyword values
are automatically updated. Warning: Do not tamper with expanded keywords
except for deleting them.
Keywords and their corresponding values:
SAuthorS The login name of the user who checked in the revision.
SDateS The date and time the revision was checked in, in the format
rr.MM.DD.hh.mm.ss.
SHeadcrS A standard header containing the Res file name, the revision number, ",
the date, the author, and the state.
SLogS The log message supplied during checkin, preceded by a header con-
taining the ReS file name. the revision number, the author, and the
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date. Existing log messages are NOT replaced. Instead. the new log
message is inserted after 6£og:.. ,9, This is useful for accumulating a
complete change log in a source file.
$RevisionS
The revision number assigned to the revision.
SSourceS The Res tile name.
SStateS The state assigned to the revision with res -s or ci os.
SSutl'ixS The sufIix recorded with res -:r; or ci-i.
DIAGNOSTICS
The ReS file name, the working file name, and the revision number retrieved are
written to the diagnostic output.
EXAMPLES
Suppose the current directory contains a subdirectory 'RCS' with a ReS file
'io,v', Then aU of the following commands retrieve the latest revision from
'ReS/io.v· and store it into 'io.c'. provided 'RCS/io.v· has its suffix attribute set
to 'c',
co io; co io.c; co RCSlio.v
co io RCS/io.v; co RCS/io.v io;




The caller of the command must have write permission in the,working directory
and either read permission (for reading) or read/write permission (for locking)
in the directory which contains the ReS file.
A number of temporary files are created. A semaphore file is created in the
directory of the RCS file to prevent simultaneous update.
SEE AISO
ei (1), ident (1), res (1). rlog (1)
BUGS
The option -j does not work for revisions larger than 64K bytes.
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Ident - identity files
SYNOPSIS
ident file .. ,
DESCRIPTION
[dent searches the named files for all occurrences of the pattern Ikeyword:... $,









These patterns are normally inserted automatically by the ReS command co (l).
but can also be inserted manually.
fdent works on text files as well as object files. For example. if the C program in
file i.e contains
char rcsid[] :::: "$Hcader: Header informationS";










ei (1), co (1), res (1), rlog (1).
BUGS
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res - create ReS flies or change ReS file attributes
SYNOPSIS
res [ options] tile ...
DESCIUPI'ION
Res creates new ReS files or changes attributes of existing ones. An ReS file
contains multiple revisions of text. an access list, a change log, descriptive text,
and some control attributes. For res to work. the caller's login name must be on
the access list, except it the access list is empty, the caller is the owner of the
file or the superuser. or the -i option is present.
Files ending in ',v' are ReS flIes. all others are working files. If a working file is
given, TCS tries to find the corresponding Res tHe first 1n directory ./ReS and
then in the current directory, as explained in co (1).
--:i creates and initializes a new Res file. If the file already exists, an
error message is printed.
~ogins adds the login names appearing in the comma-separated list logins to
the acc ess lis t of the RCS tile.
-ADldfile replaces the access list of the RCS file with a copy of the access list of
oldfile.
--elogin erases the login names appearing in the comma-separated list logins
from the access list of the RCS file.
-l[rev] locks the revision with number rev. If a branch is given. the latest
revision on that branch is locked. If rev is omitted. the latest revision
on the trunk is locked. Locking prevents overlapping changes. A lock
is removed with ci or res -u (see below). The default is to leave the
locks of an eXisting file unchanged. and to leave a new file unlocked.
--u[rev] unlocks the revision with number rev. Normally, only the locker of a
revision may unlock it. Somebody else unlocking a revislon breaks
the lock. This causes a mail message to be sent to the original locker .
The message contains a commentary solicited from the breaker. The
commentary is terminated with a line containing a single or
control-D.
-nname[:rev]
associates the symbolic name name with the branch or reviSIon rev. If
rev is omitted, the most recent revision on the main trunk is
assumed. Rcs prints an error message if name is already assigned to
another number.
-Nname[:rev]
same as -no except that it overrides a previous assignment of name.
-olist deletes ("outdates") the rev[sions given in the comma-separated list
of revisions and ranges. A range consisting of a branch means all revi-
sions on that branch. A range revl-rev2 means revisions revl to rev2
on the same branch, -rev means from the beginning of the branch
containing rev up to and including rev, and rev- means from revision
rev to the end of the branch containing rev. None of the outdated
revisions may have branches.
-sstate[:rev]
Sets the state attribute of the revision rev to state. If rev is omitted.
the latest revision on the trunk is assumed. Any character string is
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acceptable for state. A useful set of stales is Exp (for experime!1tal),
Stab (for stable), and Rei (for released). By default, ci seta the state
of a revision to Exp.
-t[ txtfil.]
Txtfile is the name of a text file containing descriptive text. If the -:i.
option is present and the text file is nol given, res prompts the user
for text supplied from the std. input, terminated with a line containing
a single'.' or control·D. If the ReS file already exists and the text file
is supplied. TCS replaces the existing text with the new one. If the Res
file exists and the -t option is given without a text file, res eraSflS the
eXisting text and replaces it with text supplied from the std. input.
-x[sf~] Sets the suffix attribute of the Res file to sIx. Six may be ai1Y charac-
ter string allowable in a filename, but without '.', ',', ';', and ':' The





Rcs creates a semaphore file in the same directory as the RCS file to pr~vent
simultaneous update. For changes. TCS always creates a new file. On successful
completion, TCS deletes the old one and renames the new one. This strategy
makes (inks Lo RCS files useless.
SEE ALSO
cl (1), co (I), ident (1), dog (1).
BUGS
.,
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rlog - print log messages and stattstlcs of ReS flies
SYNOPSIS
rlog [-<!date,] [-![lockers]] [--.revisions] (-...states] [_logins] [..... ] [-n] [-t]
file ...
DESCRIPTION
Rlog prints information about ReS files. Files ending in I.V are ReS files, alloth-
ers are working files. If a working file is given, rlog tries to find the correspond-
ing ReS file first in directory .IReS and then in the current directory, as
explained in co (1).
-ddates prints information about revisions with creation dates in the ranges
given by the comma-separated list of dates. A single date means the
range between the floor and ceiling values of the omitted trailing fields.
For example. 81.9 means the range 81.9.1.0.0.0-81.9.30.23.59.59. A
range of the form dl-d2 means the range jlooT(dl)-ceil(d2). A range
of the form -d means o-ceil(d) (Le.. all revisions deposited on or
before d). A range of the form d- means jloor(d)-'lUJw, where now is
the current date/time (i.e., all revisions dated d or later). The current
year may be omitted in all dates.
-l[lockers]
prints information about locked revisions. If the comma-separated list
lockers of login names is given, only the revisions locked by the given
login names are printed. If the list is omitted. all locked revisions are
printed.
---rrevisions
prints information about revisions given in the comma-separated list
revisions of revisions and ranges. A range revl-rev2 means revisions
rev 1 to revE on the same branch. -rev means revisions from the begin-
ning of the branch up to and including rev, and rev- means revisions
starting with rev to the end of the branch containing rev. An argument
that is a branch means all revisions on that branch. A range of
branches means aU revisions on the branches in that range.
-sstates prints information about revisions whose state attributes match one of
the states given in the comma-separated list states.
-wlogins prints information about revisions written (checked-in) by users with
login names appearing in the comma-separated list logins.
For the options -d, -I., ~. -So and -n, rlog prints the file name. extension, access
list. symbolic names, and total number of revisions, followed by entries for the
revisions in reverse chronological order for each branch. For each revision, rlog
prints revision number. author. date, time, state, log message, and number of
lines added and deleted. If no oplion is given. information about all revisions is
printed. Combinations of opLions print the intersection of the revisions selected
by each option. The options below print information that is not associated with
revisions.
-n
prints the access list.
prints the list of symbolic names.
prints the descriptive text. , '
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ei (1), co (1), ident(l), res (1).
BOGS
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resIDe - format of ReS file
DESCRIPTION
An ReS file is an ASCII file, Its contents is described by the grammar below. The
text is free format. Le .. spaces, tabs and new lines have no significance except in
strings. Strings are enclosed by '@' (doublequole). If a string contains a '@'. it
must be doubled.
The meta. syntax uses the following conventions: 'I' (bar) separates alternatives:
'1' and 'J' enclose optinal phrases; 'I' and 'J.- enclose phrases that may be
repeated zero or more times; 'I' and' J+' enclose phrases that must appear at




































Any printing ASCII character except






.. - @!anyASCIIcharacter, with '@'doubledl·@
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ldenti.fiers are case sensitive. Keywords are in lower case only. The sets ot key-
words and idenUfiers may overlap.
SEE AlSO
ei (1), co (1), res (1), rlog (1).
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